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June 16th 2015:Mind -ing- Your Business
There is nothing more personal then starting your own business
and you can't take it personally. What does it take to step out on your
own and put time, effort, money, and energy into your own
business? What do you believe in enough to give it a try? And if you
have a business already, what does it take to continue to grow and
thrive with it? On todays show we are going to discuss the inner
journey to express the outer result of creating and growing a
successful business. What mental chatter must you overcome?
We will also share great tips and suggestions for taking your next
BOLD steps
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Featured Guest
Marsh Engle
Women and men from across the United States, Europe and Canada have sought out
Marsh Engle to help them make spectacular leaps in their career and business - while
inspiring transformation in their personal lives. Why? Because of her remarkable
ability for identifying hidden gifts and talents, undervalued strengths and overlooked
opportunities! An acclaimed multi-published and award-winning entrepreneur, Marsh
is passionate about providing you with the guidance, resources and inspiration to zero
in on your greatest value and find ways to bring it to life in significant ways ― as fast,
energetically and enthusiastically as possible. Her work in the field of women's
success leadership and
Read more
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